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Files from NVIDIA System Tools: Page last updated on: Themes are small applications that when activated will give your desktop the visual styles you choose. This category has 5 types of themes,
all ready to use. Clicking on a theme in the Themes category brings you to a listing of available themes. A theme can have many different names, such as icon set, desktop theme, desktop effects,

background, splash screen, skin, splash, login screen, and others. Each theme that is added to the repository is downloadable. These can then be installed on the computer via applications such as the
'add or remove programs' or the 'Programs and Features' application. Page last updated on: Ease of use is the primary objective of the Help and Support section of this website. For all of the

software programs that we have listed, we have taken the time to show you how to use the application in a fast, easy and user-friendly way. Page last updated on: This website has a home page that
is called the 'primary page' of the website. On this page, you will see your computer name, so that you can find your information quickly. You can easily switch from page to page on the website by
clicking on the menu button at the top right of the page. The menu also offers the option of viewing contents in categories, by selecting a category from the menu and clicking on the category name.

The menu button is also the option to add the contents to favorites. These are pages that you will be able to access by simply clicking on the 'Add to Favorites' menu option. If you are using a
browser other than Internet Explorer, you can still access this website by clicking on the 'View in a Browser' menu option. This will allow you to view the website on your computer. If you are
accessing the website from a public computer, be sure to use a trusted browser. The best browser to use when accessing this site is Internet Explorer, as it is the most secure and offers the best
features. The contents on this website are free, and so if you need more information on any of the products, contact the developer of the software and they will be more than happy to help you.

Page last updated on: This website has a home page that is called the 'primary page' of the website. On this page, you will see your computer name, so that you can find
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The software is actually a group of utilities grouped in one app, to help you set your video card for the best performance. It offers a GPU overclocking function and a system monitoring tool, so you
can be confident your video card will work at its best. The system monitoring tool includes advanced BIOS options, supported features and hardware details about your video card. The GPU
overclocking function can be easily enabled by changing a configuration file, and the BIOS settings are updated automatically by the application. The NVIDIA System Tools can be installed onto
your computer in just a few clicks, using the included installer file. Once installed, the application will start automatically, and you can now access its main window, in which you will find the main
options, their descriptions, as well as the 'Help' option, for a full guide on how to use the application. NVIDIA System Tools features: - A fully customizable UI that has a modern UI look - Full
support for Enthusiast System Architecture, or ESA, GPUs - Full support for Dual-GPU setups, offering the ability to apply specific settings for each of them - Included drivers for all the latest
NVIDIA and AMD GPUs - Option to install via the GeForce Experience App - The ability to run within Windows Experience Index levels or automatic overclocking - Option to disable NVIDIA
Control Panel notification and updates - Option to use Safe Mode to fix application problems - Option to install multiple applications - Automatic BIOS update support via System Update
component - Ability to configure specific profiles for Enthusiast System Architecture, or ESA, and dual-card setups - Ability to keep a backup of the default GPU configurations - Ability to switch
from and/or to specific GPU profiles - Ability to use a backup of the default GPU configurations for resetting a profile - Ability to modify the default GPU configuration to reset a profile - Ability
to reset all the profiles to default configuration - Ability to import and export profiles - Ability to run as Administrator - Ability to provide feedback and support on the application - Ability to add
to the program's database - Ability to set hidden settings - Ability to change the default hotkey for the application - Ability to add a desktop icon to launch the application - Ability to display the
application's icon in the system tray - Ability to add an icon to your taskbar - Ability to add an application icon to your desktop - Ability to run as a service - Ability to report the application's

What's New in the?

********************************************************************************************************************** System Utilities for NVIDIA GPUs, based on
NVIDIA Control Panel, by NVIDIA Corporation. Copyright(C) NVIDIA Corporation 2009. All rights reserved. PRIVACY STATEMENT: With the introduction of the new GeForce GTX 480
GPU, NVIDIA brings a new level of visual performance to its mainstream-class graphics platform. The new GPU features a 256-bit GDDR5 memory interface and has 16 GB of onboard memory.
To help the GTX 480 exceed performance expectations, NVIDIA has teamed up with ASUS to offer the ASUS GeForce GTX 480 graphics card with Windows 7. The GTX 480 is a high
performance, compact graphics card that delivers a new level of desktop graphics performance. The GTX 480 boasts over 1 billion transistors and is five times more powerful than the GTX 260
graphics card. While the GTX 480 GPU is designed to appeal to the gaming enthusiast, it also delivers exceptional power efficiency that enables the card to run with unmatched performance and
efficiency under a variety of systems. To help consumers choose the right GeForce GTX 480 card for their systems, ASUS is also offering an MSI GeForce GTX 480 graphics card with Windows
7. MSI provides an aggressive approach to system design with its MSI dual fan GeForce GTX 480 graphics card. The MSI GeForce GTX 480 is designed to offer users a premium gaming
experience with the most effective cooling features for quiet and stable gaming. By combining the efficiency and efficiency of dual fans, dual BIOS settings, and intelligent fan controller, the MSI
GeForce GTX 480 is the best choice for the demanding user who wants to push the limits of their system. Key Features of the ASUS GeForce GTX 480 graphics card with Windows 7: The ASUS
GeForce GTX 480 comes with an advanced cooling system with two high performance and intelligent fans and a redesigned heatsink. With a total heat sink area of 120 sq. mm., the new dual fan
design effectively cools the graphics card and its surrounding components. The ASUS GeForce GTX 480 is equipped with a steel heatsink with nickel plating and a copper base plate for increased
heat transfer. To help deliver superior performance, the dual fan GeForce GTX 480 uses a high performance aluminum bracket for optimal cooling. The ASUS GeForce GTX 480 is equipped with
the exclusive ASUS Tri-X HYDRA cooling system. With a specially designed hybrid fan design, the Tri-X HYDRA fan delivers a cool breeze by pushing air through a curved labyrinth design. The
HYDRA fan uses high performance ceramic bearing and up to 7 blades to effectively increase air flow and reduce noise. An RGB LED notification center, 6-pin power connector, and ASUS
gaming sync ensure the ASUS GeForce GTX 480 delivers high performance gaming experiences. The ASUS GeForce GTX 480 is powered by a single 8-pin power connector that is capable of up
to 750W of power. The ASUS GeForce GTX 480 also features ASUS gaming sync
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System Requirements:

Windows 7 SP1 64-bit Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3210M CPU @ 2.10GHz 6 GB RAM 15.6" 1920x1200 or higher resolution (optional) Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3210M CPU @ 2.10GHz6 GB
RAM15.6" 1920x1200 or higher resolution (optional) Dual-Core OS: Windows 10 For a full list of supported platforms and OSs and other technical details, please refer to the
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